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What is a Line and Why Does the UA Budget System Use Lines? 
 
The UA Budget System is used to create and transfer Budget authority.  Budget is assigned to four primary 
attributes:  Department, Line, Account, and Object Code (OC).  Department is defined by the official hierarchy 
maintained in UAccess Employee and is used to assign financial and management responsibility.  Accounts 
belong to Departments and carry several additional valuable reporting attributes like Fund, Purpose, and 
Function (Research, Instruction, etc).  Account data are loaded in the UA Budget System from UAccess 
Financials.  Object Codes define the type of revenue or expenditure being budgeted and are also mapped based 
on data provided from UAccess Financials.  That leaves Line—so then what is a Line anyway? 

A Line is the only attribute unique to the UA Budget System and it is considered the primary attribute in which 
Budget is assigned. A Line is used to describe the individual items that make up a Department’s budget.  These 
line items include individuals, positions, fringe benefits (ERE), commitments, and discrete operating activities.  
Unlike attributes you assign to financial or personnel transactions at the time an entry occurs, Line is used as a 
reporting attribute based on rules you assign; therefore, the Line is a post-transaction attribute and designed to 
support management reporting needs rather than financial accounting classifications. 

It is also worth noting that in addition to the four required fields within the UA Budget System (Department, 
Line, Account, and OC), there are several optional attributes that users can assign Budget to, namely Position 
(PCN), Sub-Account, Sub-Object Code, and Project Code.  Position data come from UAccess Employee, while 
Sub-Account, Sub-Object Code, and Project Code data all come from UAccess Financials. 

Position budgeting is a powerful tool that allows organizations to define their plan down to the individual 
job/work being accomplished by the organization.  Position budgeting, at its heart, allows an organization to 
align its strategic plans, as actualized by people, to their financial resources.   

Once Budget has been assigned to these above attributes, we send some of these Budget data back into 
Financials and all Budget data into the UAccess Analytics data warehouse for reporting.  An outline of data flow 
among our Enterprise systems is mapped below: 
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Are There Rules Associated with Using Budget Lines? 
 
Yes. Just like with other reporting attributes, the Budget Line attribute carries with it certain rules that define its 
use.  In the UA Budgeting System, when a Line is attached to a Position Number the two remain linked together 
for the remainder of the fiscal year.  The same Line, therefore, can exist on multiple Accounts within a 
Department, but you cannot have two of the same Lines in one Department.  The Line is active for the entire 
Fiscal Year to prevent a conflict in data throughout the year.  We do allow you to change or delete your Lines, 
but, as a warning, such changes will retroactively update all budget transactions for the entire fiscal year. 

What are Some Reporting Advantages of Lines? 
 

• A Line has more flexibility than either OCs or PCNs.  You can assign Lines from 0.001 to 
7999.999.   

• Lines can be short and to the point like 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, etc., thus easier to reference than 7-digit 
PCNs or any of the hundreds of OCs.   

• Lines, since you create them, can also be used to identify anything you want, not just something 
related to a PCN or OC, like a commitment or a vacancy, or an opportunity in your budget.   

• Lines can be grouped or stacked for programmatic or other reporting purposes, for instance 
Lines 10-19 can be for IT and Lines 20-39 can be for Marketing. 
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• Lines can be used for sorting or hierarchy, for instance 1.0 can be the Director and 2.0 can be 
the Assistant Director, etc. 
 

 
 

• Lines can be used to group budget across multiple funding sources within a department, for 
instance one Line can be for the budget for your Director paid from State, Locally Allocated, and 
Budgeted Designated funds. 
 

 
 

Are There Different Types of Lines?  
 
Yes. Budget Lines are grouped into five major categories: Incumbent Lines, Wage-Pooled Lines, ERE-Pooled 
Lines, Operational/Revenue Lines, and Commitment/Savings Lines. 

Incumbent Lines 
Incumbent Lines have one PCN attached to them and are either filled with a single incumbent or are vacant.  If 
the position is filled, then the name of the Line becomes the incumbent’s name.  If the Line is vacant, then the 
Line name will read “VACANT.” 
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Wage-Pooled Lines 
Wage-Pooled Lines are defined by OC ranges (1300-1399, but not 1360) and will frequently have more than one 
PCN and/or more than one Incumbent in the PCN.  Common examples would be Student Wage Pools and GA 
Wage Pools.  These Budget Lines are managed by total dollar for multiple positions or incumbents and not 
managed down to the individual employee, since turnover can be quite high in these positions. 

ERE-Pooled Lines 
ERE-Pooled Lines are used for budgeted fringe benefits/Employee Related Expenditures (ERE) for salaries and 
wages.  These Lines are also defined by OC range (2000-2999, 7933).  Different Pools can be created for different 
OC groupings. 

Operational and Revenue Lines 
Operational Lines are not position related, but instead are defined by operational OCs (0001-0999, 3000-7999).  
Operational Lines are used to bin or group related activities, examples could include professional development, 
IT costs, or printing and publishing costs that could occur across multiple accounts, funds, sub-accounts, and 
OCs. 
 

What Are Some Examples of How I Could Use Lines? 
 

Example 1: Salary Savings (Commitment/Savings Line) 

-You had a long-time employee retire.  This employee was a Business Manager, Senior and was making $55,000 
per year.  You believe you can replace this position with a Business Manager and want to limit the salary of this 
new position to $50,000.  The $5,000 in Salary Savings could be placed on a Line to denote its source and 
reserve for potential future use.  Salary Savings Lines are frequently created in the 900.00-999.99 Line range, say 
906.00. 

 

  

 
 Example 2:  Vacant Position (Incumbent Line) 

-In the above example, you are recruiting for a new Business Manager, but currently have not found anyone 
suitable to fill the position.  You can create a Line associated with the Business Manager Position Number you 
intend to fill and the intended salary.  With no employee attached to the position the Line will return with the 
description of VACANT.  This allows you to track that you have funds set-aside for a future use that will be filled 
as soon as the position is filled.  Salary Lines are usually created in the 0.01-899.99 Line range, say 2.0. 
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 Example 3:  Future Commitments (Commitment/Savings Line) 

-Your department head has informed you she would like to sponsor an upcoming scientific conference.  She 
indicated the conference will be held every year, starting this year, and she would like to commit to providing 
$20,000 per year toward the conference.  You are not sure yet how you will need to provide the funds to 
support the conference, as salary, as operational support, or as a transfer to another department, so you decide 
you would like to track and segregate these funds so you don’t forget they are already obligated for this 
commitment.  You would go into the Budget System and create a Line, say 252.0 called “Scientific Conferences.”  
You could also use the Description field of the RBC to auto-create the Line description when you process the 
RBC.  This moves the funds out of Operations or possibly a vacant Salary Line and into your new commitment 
Line. 
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Example 4:  Operational Activity Budgeting (Operational Lines) 

-Your Department Head has indicated she wants to track activity and budget according to broader operational 
categories than Object Code currently allows.  You decide using Operational Lines could meet her needs.  
Without creating Operational Lines your Budget might look like this: 
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You realize this is too messy for your Department Head.  You notice that all your expenditures show up in your 
Budget reports with the Account number followed by the Object Code as in 2554145.6140 above.  An easy 
solution exists to simply create Operational Lines and add these other Attributes (in this case Account and 
Object Code) to the Line using the Add/Edit Line feature in the UA Budget System: 
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Once you create your Operational Lines you then simply process an RBC to move Budget and your Analytics 
reports are corrected as follows: 
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How else are Lines used? 
 
Since Lines exist in addition to Position information or Object Code information, they allow for the opportunity 
to report and analyze budget activity of units in unique ways that Positions and Object Codes alone do not. You 
can ask questions like, how much of your Line budget is occupied by Positions vs. how much is in Lines with no 
Positions, or essentially, how much of your budget are you attributing to salaries vs. ERE and other operating 
costs?  If you look only at Lines with positions you can look at which Lines and Positions have Incumbents in 
them vs. which Lines are vacant.  This can allow you to examine how much of your personnel budget is currently 
associated with vacancies.  You can look at how much of your budget might be in personnel but has no position 
at all.  This would prompt questions or analysis about how much budget you are keeping for future personnel 
commitments that are yet undefined. 

 

These sorts of questions are exactly the sorts of questions the Budget Office and campus leadership and 
management may be asking or analyzing.  It is important that you are aware that decisions are made based on 
how you budget your department and Lines before you finalize your own personal decision about how you want 
to maintain, use, or not use budget Lines in your organization. 
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Am I required to manage my Lines? 
 
There is a State requirement to report on our budget annually down to the position level.  We call this report the 
“Annual State & Local Operating Budget Book”.  It is provided to the Office of Strategic Planning and Budgeting 
(OSPB), the Joint Legislative Budget Committee (JLBC), the Arizona Board of Regents (ABOR) and various libraries 
throughout the State on an annual basis as an official record of the University’s operating budget and to fulfill 
our public reporting requirement as a State agency. This particular report uses Perm/Next Year budget by Line 
and position as loaded on July 1 (also known as Original Budget). 

Since the Budget Office reports this information externally we do request, at a minimum, that you maintain the 
Perm/Next Year Budget for your permanent positions that are funded from State Funds on budget Lines.  We do 
advise that conducting periodic review and clean-up of the Current Year Budget for these Lines is in keeping with 
sound and prudent financial management practices, but do not mandate that you do so.  In addition, we do not 
mandate departments maintain budget Lines for individual positions funded from other types of funds (such as 
Designated or Auxiliary Funds); although many units do choose to use budget Lines because it is an effective way 
to link the funding for a position across multiple fund sources and can be a powerful management reporting tool 
as outlined above. 
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